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ayondo LTD. and Phnom Penh Derivative Exchange PLC establishing
collaboration to grow trading opportunities

Singapore, 22 October 2018 – ayondo Ltd. (“ayondo”), through its indirect subsidiary,
ayondo Markets Limited, and Phnom Penh Derivative Exchange Plc (“PPDE”) are
establishing a collaboration through a white label agreement for ayondo to provide its CFD
Trading platform TradeHub® as the main execution base for derivative brokers trading CFDs
for PPDE’s clients in Cambodia (the “Collaboration”).
The Group and PPDE will partner to provide a full suite of CFD products including equities,
indices, forex, commodities to PPDE’s derivative client base through ayondo’s CFD
TradeHub platform aiming to grow PPDE’s client interests within and outside Cambodia. In
addition, ayondo will also provide PPDE with execution and risk management services under
the Collaboration.
Matt Yang, CEO of PPDE, said, "We are excited to cooperate with ayondo to expand our
product offerings to better support our customers. This collaboration will provide global
financial derivative trading to our clients and help both companies grow globally."
Robert Lempka, Executive Director and CEO and co-founder of ayondo, said, “We are
excited to be working with PPDE to grow their network of retail and institutional clients within
and outside of Cambodia. This growing area of Southeast Asia offers great opportunities as
clients continue to cross borders. We are proud to be the platform of choice and happy to
create new growth possibilities for both our organizations.”
About Phnom Penh Derivatives Exchange Plc
Cambodia SEC licensed central counter party, PPDE is an established to be the platform for
connecting global finance, bridge for various financial derivative trading and cash flow
movement, make alternatives of financial commodities and innovative financial technologies
freely accessible to customers. It is equipped with rich experience, multi-cultural positioning
as well as financial and technological abilities which allows the Parties to integrate key
resources and technologies and create unique financial connection platform based on
different business modes and service perspectives. To date, PPDE is mainly engaged in
providing global financial derivative trading commodities, serving institutional customers, and
make global stock, foreign exchange, index, precious metal, futures and other investment
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products, including hedge funds, foreign exchange brokerage, leverage dealers and liquidity
services available for customers. PPDE devotes its efforts to assisting institutional customers
in building up brands and expanding markets as well as providing different kinds of
cooperation modes with favourable products and complete technological services to develop
businesses and create larger economic values.

About ayondo Limited
SGX-listed global Financial Technology Group, with subsidiaries authorised and regulated
in the UK (FCA) and Germany (BaFin), is considered as one of the FinTech pioneers in
Europe which has capitalised on the opportunity arising from emerging digital technologies
and changing trends in the financial industry. While having their core retail customer markets
in Europe, the Group focusses on pursuing their Asian B2B strategy. With currently more
than 25 B2B partners, ranging from white label partners to introducing brokers, ayondo
provides self-directed trading as well as Social Trading services. In recent years, ayondo has
won several accolades including Europe’s leading Financial Technology providers (“FinTech
50”). Other honours include the International Financial Award Best Social Trading Platform
and Broker of the Year.
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